ScentLock™ Cushioned Mailers are ideal for mailing products such as hemp, edibles, CBD oils, essential oils, or perfumes. Made from barrier films for maximum odor-blocking protection, our mailers keep the scent of the package contents undetectable. These mailers also provide cushioning protection and water resistance. The discreet design allows you to mail your valuables without attracting unwanted tampering. Additional features to keep contents safe and secure include an integrated child-deterrent zipper and a permanent adhesive closure seal with tamper-evident indications for increased security.

Key Features and Benefits

- **Protection** – Blocks odors and UV light, cushioned, water resistant, and discreet design
- **Security** – Tamper-evident adhesive closure and child-deterrent reclosable zipper inside
- **Compliant** – FDA materials and processes for food grade packaging
- **Sustainable** – Less materials used when shipping a mailer vs. a box
- **Customizable** – Custom sizes and printing
Tamper-Evident Adhesive Closure
The permanent adhesive tape can be quickly exposed by removing the release liner. A tamper-evident “VOID” message appears when tape is lifted showing evidence that the package has been opened.

Opening System
The tear strip opens quickly and easily and does not compromise the security and integrity of the mailer or its contents.

Child-Deterrent, Senior-Friendly Zipper
The zipper is easy to use and seal the package for improved leak resistance and water resistance in shipping. The edges of the mailer are hermetic heat sealed, the space above the zipper can also be heat sealed for additional airtight sealing for shipping. The zipper is also resealable for storage.

Custom Printing
Gain brand recognition or add customized instructions with our high-quality 8 color printing.

Scent-Blocking Barrier Films
This mailer uses metalized laminated films that block the transfer of moisture, oxygen, light, and function to effectively block odors from escaping the package. The laminated film structure protects the contents from the elements and is reverse printed which protects and enhances custom printed branding.

Cushioning
Protective cushioning embedded between the layers of film adds extra protection from tears or breakage during shipping.

FDA Compliant
This mailer can be used as the primary vessel to package and ship any product suited to ship in a mailer because it is food grade.